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might lead to similar measures in France and England!
and start the ball rolling/'35
These opposing views were set forth to the Kaiser at
Potsdam on the afternoon and early evening of July 29 in
separate reports by the military and civilian authorities.
But there was no "Potsdam Council/7 nor any decision in
favor of German mobilization, such as was incorrectly re-
ported next day by the suspicious French Ambassador and
has been commonly assumed by later writers.30 Bethmann
was successful in "putting on the brakes/' as is seen from
his summary of the situation at the Prussian Council of
Ministers at noon next day: "The military authorities had
expressed the desire that a 'state of threatening danger of
war' be proclaimed, but he had successfully defended before
His Majesty the objections/' Such a proclamation meant
-mobilization, and mobilization meant war; mediation pro-
posals had been made at Vienna, and the answer to these
must be awaited before one abandoned hope and efforts for
.peace; "one could not conveniently carry on military and
political activities at the same time." Accordingly, "His
Majesty had consented that before any further decisions
were arrived at, the move at Vienna, previously explained,
should be brought to a conclusion/'S7 The only precau-
tionary military measures ordered by the evening of July
29 were the protection of railways and valuable buildings,
the recall of officers and men on leave, the reinforcement
of frontier fortresses, and other minor measures similar to,
but less extensive than, those which had been going on in
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